


FACTS
FUNDAMENTAL MUST-HAVES 
FOR EVERY KITCHEN

CLASSIC DESIGNS THAT 
NEVER GO OUT OF STYLE 

COOKWARE PRODUCTS 
COVERING ALL CATEGORIES 

EASY TO COMBINE COLLECTION

Having the right tools for the right job is essential for a simple and rewarding cooking experience. 
Essentials is that selection of equipment which no cook can do without. It’s a wide range of 
quality tools that provides any chef with a solid basis for everyday cooking tasks. 

When you stock your kitchen with the BergHOFF essentials, you’re sure you’ve got everything 
you need to get you through the day. From your first cup of coffee in the morning to the full set of 
items you need to prepare and present a delightful dinner, this line has got you covered!
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POTS 
AND PANS
With the right pot or pan you’ll cook your meal to perfection every single time. Whether 
you want to fry chicken, poach an egg, sauté vegetables or slow cook a roast, in the varied 
collection of BergHOFF pots and pans any cook is sure to find the cookware his or her 
kitchen calls for.
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STAINLESS STEEL COOKWARE
A stainless steel frying pan ensures you with the best frying result. Stainless steel frying pans are the most 
durable and sustainable for a guaranteed lifetime of cooking fun! This type of cookware is perfect for frying on 
high temperatures and does not contain any PFAS.

FERNOGREEN NON-STICK COOKWARE 
In any aluminium as well as some stainless steel cookware you'll find a coating that serves as a buffer between 
your ingredients and the body material. FernoGreen is an industrial non-stick coating used for cookware (PTFE) 
and bakeware (silicone-polyester).
This unique coating is especially known for its ultimate non-stick properties. It prevents food from sticking in 
the pan while cooking, even with an absolute minimum of oil. PTFE coatings repel oil, water, and nutrients. 
Sugars, gluten, and proteins cannot adhere to the surface. Just make sure you take good care of the cookware by 
using soft utensils, never cut into your pan and use protectors when storing to avoid scratching the coating. Our 
FernoGreen coating does not contain PFOA, GEN-X, BPA, APEO, NMP or PFOS. 

SUSTAINABLE FORMULA-LABEL
The best for you, your health, and the environment. This 'Sustainable formula' - marking fulfills important 
requirements for environmental and health protection. It has a significant contribution and impact to questions 
around sustainability.  

CERAGREEN NON-STICK COATING
CeraGreen ceramic non-stick coating, called CeraGreen. The CeraGreen ceramic non-stick coating is made of 
strong, natural based material and comes in many mineral-based blends. Our ceramic coating is sustainable 
and healthy, does not contain any PFAS: better for you and the environment. A ceramic coating has a good non-
stick performance, allowing you to cook with little to no fat.
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THE PERFECT 
COOKWARE FOR 
EVERY DISH

THE PERFECT COATING

COATING MADE FROM NATURAL 
BASED INGREDIENTS

BODY PAN

PREMIUM COATING
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Durable, stylish and user-friendly, this collection of stainless steel cookware is the perfect home-
cook starter set. The Comfort pots and pans are suitable for all cooktops, including induction, and 
feature a 3-layer base that ensures an even heat transfer throughout the entire surface for energy-
efficient cooking. All pieces are made from high-quality stainless steel with an elegant satin finish to 
give that extra stylish touch to your cooktop and are dishwasher safe so the clean-up is a piece of cake.

7-PC COOKWARE SET 
1111033

1x covered saucepan  16,00 cm | 6 1/4”  1,60 L | 1.7 qt

1x covered casserole  20,00 cm | 8” 3,10 L | 3.3 qt

1x covered stockpot  24,00 cm | 10”  5,40 L | 5.7 qt

1x frying pan  24,00 cm | 10”  2,30 L | 2.4 qt

Material: body in stainless steel, handle in stainless steel, cover in stainless steel, base in 3-layers

•  Full disk base conducts heat fast and evenly for energy-efficient cooking

•  Suitable for all cooktops, including induction

•  High-quality stainless steel

•  Convenient capacity markings inside

•  Special rim for drip-free pouring
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12-PC COOKWARE SET
1100240

7-PC COOKWARE SET
1100239

1x covered saucepan  16,00 cm | 6 1/4”  1,60 L | 1.7 qt 

1x covered casserole  16,00 cm | 6 1/4”   1,60 L | 1.7 qt 

1x covered casserole  18,00 cm | 7”   2,20 L | 2.3 qt

1x covered casserole   20,00 cm | 8”  3,10 L | 3.3 qt

1x covered stockpot  24,00 cm | 10” 5,40 L | 5.7 qt

1x covered deep skillet  24,00 cm | 10”   3,20 L | 3.4 qt

1x covered saucepan  16,00 cm | 6 1/4”  1,60 L | 1.7 qt

1x covered casserole  20,00 cm | 8” 3,10 L | 3.3 qt

1x covered stockpot  24,00 cm | 10”  5,40 L | 5.7 qt

1x frying pan  24,00 cm | 10”  2,30 L | 2.4 qt

abcdeztFhmJ
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The pots come with a clear glass lid that allows you to monitor the contents without 
having to lift the lid and have a special rim for easy, drip-free pouring. Add to this the 
different sized frying pans and you’ve got an all-round cookware set that will stand 
the test of time! All pots and pans are ovenproof without the glass lid.

Material: body in stainless steel, cover in glass with stainless steel handle, base in 3-layers

•  Full disk base conducts heat fast and evenly for energy-efficient cooking

•  Suitable for all cooktops, including induction

•  Dishwasher safe

•  High-quality stainless steel

•  Clear glass cover to monitor the pot's contents
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COVERED STOCKPOT
1100230 
24,00 cm | 10"  6,80 L |   7.2 qt

COVERED DEEP SKILLET
1100231
24,00 cm | 10”  3,20 L |   3.4 qt

COVERED SAUCEPAN
1100225 
16,00 cm | 6 1/4" 1,60 L |   1.7 qt

COVERED CASSEROLE
1100226 
16,00 cm | 6 1/4" 1,60 L |   1.7 qt

1100227 
18,00 cm | 7"  2,20 L |   2.3 qt

1100228 
20,00 cm | 8"  3,10 L |   3.3 qt

5-PC STEAMER SET 
1100241 
28,00 cm | 11"  8,50 L | 9.0 qt

Got lots of veggies, a big piece of fish and a batch of potatoes to prepare? Simply divide them among the 
3 steamer inserts and assemble a 4-tier steamer with the matching base pot and clear glass lid with 
integrated steam vent. With this steamer set, a healthy and tasteful result is garanteed.
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FRYING PAN 
1100233 
20,00 cm | 8"  1,20 L |   1.3 qt

1100234  
24,00 cm | 10"  2,30 L |   2.4 qt

1100235  
28,00 cm | 11"  3,20 L |   3.4 qt

FRYING PAN WITH
NON-STICK COATING
1100236
20,00 cm | 8"  1,20 L |   1.3 qt

1100237  
24,00 cm | 10"  2,30 L |   2.4 qt

1100238  
28,00 cm | 11"  3,20 L |   3.4 qt

G

Material: body in stainless steel, cover in glass with stainless steel handle, base in 3-layers
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Featuring a 6 or 12 pieces cookware set, these Gourmet sets are perfect for preparing almost any 
meal. Crafted from high-quality stainless steel and finished with a conductive base, this collection 
delivers outstanding heat transfer and excellent perfomance.

As a bonus, the pots have clear glass lid with steam vent allowing full control without having to lift 
the lid. Talking about an energy saver! The Gourmet stainless steel sets are suitable for all kinds of 
cooktops, including induction, and you can put them in the oven, without the lid. On top of that, this set 
is dishwasher safe to ensure an easy clean up.

abcdeztFhmJ

12-PC COOKWARE SET
1100246

6-PC COOKWARE SET
1100245

1x covered saucepan  16,00 cm | 6 1/4”  1,90 L | 2.0 qt

1x covered casserole  16,00 cm | 6 1/4”  1,90 L | 2.0 qt

1x covered casserole  18,00 cm | 7”  2,70 L | 2.9 qt

1x covered casserole  20,00 cm | 8”  3,70 L | 3.9 qt

1x covered stockpot  24,00 cm | 10”  6,40 L | 6.8 qt

1x covered deep skillet 24,00 cm | 10”  3,00 L | 3.1 qt

1x covered casserole  16,00 cm | 6 1/4”  1,90 L | 2.0 qt

1x covered casserole  20,00 cm | 8”  3,70 L | 3.9 qt

1x covered stockpot  24,00 cm | 10” 6,40 L | 6.8 qt

Material: body in stainless steel, cover in glass with stainless steel handle, base in 3-layers

•  Full disk base conducts heat fast and evenly for energy-efficient cooking

•  Suitable for all cooktops, including induction

•  High-quality stainless steel

•  Wide handles for a secure grip

•  Stylish mirror finish

•  Clear glass cover to monitor the pot's contents
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2-in-1: 
2 covers 

included!

When you’ve got limited time to put dinner on the table, these high-quality pressure cookers are the 
answer. The stainless steel cookers get your meal ready in half the time, are suitable for all cooktops 
and have convenient scaling markings inside. Just lock the lid and cook your vegetables, sear your 
meat or brown your onions in the blink of an eye thanks to the base that transfers heat fast and evenly 
throughout the complete surface. No need to worry about safety thanks to the quick-release and 
open-lid regulator, the lid lock and overpressure plug.

PRESSURE COOKER 6L
1101870
Ø 22,00 x 16,50 cm |  Ø 8 3/4 x 6 1/2" 

6,00 L | 6.3 qt

PRESSURE COOKER SET 4+7L
1101872

1x body   Ø 22,00 x 12,00 cm |  Ø 8 3/4 x 4 3/4"   (4,00 L – 4.2 qt)

1x body   Ø 22,00 x 18,50 cm |  Ø 8 3/4 x 7 1/4"   (7,00 L – 7.4 qt)

1x pressure cover 

1x glass cover
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3-PC FRYING PAN SET
1100097

1x frying pan  20,00 cm | 8"  1,10 L | 1.2 qt 

1x frying pan  24,00 cm | 10"   1,60 L | 1.7 qt 

1x frying pan  28,00 cm | 11"   2,50 L | 2.6 qt

abcdeztGhmyJRS
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Material: body in forged aluminium, Fernogreen non-stick coating, 
handle in phenolic resin, base in 2-layers

Material: body in stainless steel, cover in stainless steel with pressure regulator, handle in phenolic resin, base in 3-layers

•  Full disk base conducts heat fast and evenly for energy-efficient cooking

•  Suitable for all cooktops, including induction

•  High-quality stainless steel

•  Wide handles for a secure grip

•  Stylish mirror finish

•  Clear glass cover to monitor the pot's contents

•  Lightweight material that's easy to handle

•  High-quality non-stick coating

•  Stay-cool handle for extra comfort and safety

•  Suitable for all cooktops, including induction

•  Versatile set

•  Ideal for frying, searing and browning foods
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12-PC COOKWARE SET
1112140

7-PC COOKWARE SET
1101887

1x covered saucepan   16,00 cm | 6 1/4"   1,60 L | 1.7 qt

1x covered casserole   16,00 cm | 6 1/4"   1,60 L | 1.7 qt

1x covered casserole   18,00 cm | 7"   2,50 L | 2.6 qt

1x covered casserole   20,00 cm | 8"   3,70 L | 3.9 qt

1x covered stockpot   24,00 cm | 10"   6,10 L | 6.4 qt

1x covered deep skillet   24,00 cm | 10"   2,80 L | 3.0 qt

1x covered saucepan   16,00 cm | 6 1/4"   1,60 L | 1.7 qt

1x covered casserole   20,00 cm | 8"   3,70 L | 3.9 qt

1x covered stockpot   24,00 cm | 10"   6,10 L | 6.4 qt

1x frying pan   24,00 cm | 10"   2,10 L | 2.2 qt

Material: body in stainless steel, cover and handle in stainless steel, base in 3-layers

For those who want to add some extra cachet to their cookware, these pots and pans 
are a perfect fit. The pots are great for energy-efficient cooking thanks to the base that 
provides an even heat transfer from bottom to rim and the matching stainless steel 
lid which helps to preserve all the heat, moisture and flavours. With its professional 
quality and straightforward design, these 7- & 12-pc Hotel sets are perfect for all 
levels of home cooks who seek a chef-grade starter set. Enjoy chef-friendly features 
like stay-cool long handles on the pans and wide side and lid handles on the pots for 
smooth and effortless juggling around the kitchen.

•  Full disk base conducts heat fast and evenly for energy-efficient cooking

•  Suitable for all cooktops, including induction

•  High-quality stainless steel

•  Matching cover for energy-efficient cooking

•  Versatile set
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Where the engine of a downdraft vent would have to work too hard to ensure complete extraction of 

the steam and odours coming from traditional cookware, BergHOFF brings cookware ranges of pots 

that guide the steam from inside the pot directly to the vent. This way the downdraft cooktop needs to 

use minimal power, which means energy-efficient cooking, and preventing odours from lingering in the 

kitchen. 

Hotel downdraft pots and pans are made from high-quality stainless steel to withstand the test of time. 

An optimal steam extraction is guaranteed by the perfect sealing of the pot’s rim with the ingenious 

silicone ring of the lid. Prepare your meals on any kind of cooktop, including induction. These pots and 

pans are ovenproof without the glass lid. Afterwards you can put them in the diswasher for an easy 

clean-up. 

7-PC COOKWARE SET 
1132008

1x covered saucepan 16,00 cm | 6 1/4" 1,60 L | 1.7 qt 

1x covered casserole  20,00 cm | 8"  3,60 L | 3.8 qt

1x covered stockpot 24,00 cm | 10"  6,20 L | 6.5 qt

1x frying pan  24,00 cm | 10"  2,10 L | 2.2 qt

•  High-quality stainless steel

•  Durable material for everyday use

•  Ergonomic design

•  Great for energy-efficient cooking

•  No lingering odours

•  Measuring scale inside

• Multilayered (3-layers) bottom for 
 optimal heat distribution DOWNDRAFT

PERFECT for all cooktops,
cooker hoods and downdraft

exhaust systems

•  Glass lid with stainless steel rim and   
 silicone rim guarantees an optimal   
 steam extraction

•  The pot guides the steam from inside the  
 pot directly towards the downdraft vent

• Perfect fit for all downdraft  systems 
 & regular cooktops

SUITABLE 
FOR 

DOWNDRAFT
EXHAUST 
SYSTEMS

abcde    FhmtzJ
Material: body and handle in stainless steel, 
Cover in glass with stainless steel rim and silicone rim
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Add style to your cooking with the Manhattan cookware! Upgrade your kitchen with this 10-pc do-it-all 
set crafted from high-quality stainless steel. The conical shape en encapsulated base is designed for 
both seasoned chefs and beginner cooks who are looking for out of the ordinary looking cookware. On 
top of that, the Manhattan cookware set is allowed in the oven without the lids. 

10-PC COOKWARE SET
1110005

1x covered saucepan  16,00 cm | 6 1/4”   1,60 L | 1.7 qt  

1x covered casserole  18,00 cm | 7”   2,30 L | 2.4 qt  

1x covered casserole  20,00 cm | 8”   3,10 L | 3.3 qt  

1x covered stockpot  24,00 cm | 10”   5,30 L | 5.6 qt  

1x covered 2-handle deep skillet  24,00 cm | 10”   2,70 L | 2.9 qt 
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Material: body in stainless steel, cover in glass with stainless steel handle, base in 3-layers

•  Suitable for all cooktops, including induction

•  Dishwasher safe

•  High-quality stainless steel

•  Stylish satin finish

•  Clear glass cover to monitor the pot's contents
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BERGHOFF
TURNS 

THE WAY 
OF COOKING 

UPSIDE 
DOWN

BergHOFF’s innovative Uqoniq cookware range is a perfect fit for all cooktops, cooker hoods and 
downdraft exhaust systems. These pots and pans ensure a controlled steam release and direct the steam 
from inside the pot directly to the exhaust fan. This not only eliminates any lingering odours but also 
minimizes heat loss for energy-efficient cooking.

The BergHOFF Uqoniq downdraft pots and pans come with a matching glass lid that has integrated air 
ducts in its silicone rim to stimulate the air flow. The lid can either be used to close off the pot in order 
to speed up the heating process, create a low pressure cooker and preserve the heat and flavours in the 
pot during cooking, or, when rotated 180°C, to let the air escape and guide the steam from inside the pot 
directly towards the downdraft vent.
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Watch video

DOWNDRAFT
PERFECT for all cooktops,

cooker hoods and downdraft
exhaust systems

•  Worldwide patented system                              

•  Patented technology guarantees an optimal steam extraction

•  Great for energy-efficient cooking

•  Glass lid with integrated air ducts

•  Stay-cool handles                                                                 

•  Possibility to close off the pot by rotating the lid 180 degrees

•  No lingering odours

CLOSEDOPEN
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7-PC COOKWARE SET
1111049

1x Covered saucepan 20,00 cm | 8” 2,80 L | 3 qt

1x Covered casserole  20,00 cm | 8” 4,20 L | 4.4 qt

1x Covered casserole 24,00 cm | 10” 5,70 L | 6 qt

1x Frying pan 28,00 cm | 11”

Material: body in stainless steel, cover in glass with silicone rim, handle in phenolic resin, base in 3-layers, pan with CeraGreen non-stick coating
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3-PC FRYING PAN SET
1111048

Frying pan with universal glass lid 28,00 cm | 11”

Non-stick frying pan 24,00 cm | 10”

Material: body in stainless steel, cover in glass with silicone rim, 
handle in phenolic resin, base in 3-layers
Material: pan with CeraGreen non-stick coating
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SYSTEM

Condensates are drawn from 
the pan so that odours are eliminated 
and the food becomes extra crispy

Universal silicone glass lid with 
phenolic resin handle for optimal 
usability

phenolic resin handle
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KITCHEN 
ACCESSORIES
Whether you’re preparing, baking or cooking food, in our varied range of kitchen tools and 
accessories we’ve got the best utensils for every step of the way!
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8-PC GARNISHING SET IN FOLDING BAG
1108478

1x lemon zester   13,50 cm | 5 1/4”

1x melon baller (double)  17,00 cm | 6 3/4” 

1x melon baller   13,50 cm | 5 1/4” 

1x channel knife   14,00 cm | 5 1/2” 

1x butter curler   16,50 cm | 6 1/2” 

1x peeler    16,50 cm | 6 1/2” 

1x apple corer   18,00 cm | 7” 

1x folding bag   37,00 x 20,00 cm | 14 1/2 x 7 3/4”

GmJ
Material: body in stainless steel, handle in PP (polypropylene),
 nylon folding bag

Perfectly even melon balls, an elegant butter curl or fine cocktail garnishes, with this 8-pc garnishing 
set you’re fully equipped to prepare and decorate a wide variety of fruits, vegetables and other food 
items. Each piece features a comfortable PP handle and a sturdy body in stainless steel. The set 
comes in a nylon folding bag for easy storage and transport.
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The BergHOFF graters are safe and robust in use. Their large surface area with sharp 
stainless steel blades ensures fast and convenient grating, slicing or shredding of a 
wide variety of ingredients. Most of our graters have an ergonomic soft-grip handle 
for optimal control.

4-SIDE PYRAMID GRATER
1100193 
26,00 cm | 10“

1100039
23,00 cm | 9”

OVAL GRATER
1100194 
16,00 cm | 6 1/4“

1100035
24,00 cm | 9 1/2”

3-SIDE GRATER
1100136
21,00 cm | 8 1/4”

1100034
26 cm | 10 1/4”

4-SIDE GRATER
1100037
18,50 cm | 7 1/4”

1100038
23,50 cm | 9 1/4”

4-SIDE SQUARE GRATER
1100191 
22,00 cm | 9“

4-SIDE GRATER
1100192 
24,00 cm | 6 1/4“

4-SIDE GRATER
1100032 
23,00 cm | 9“ Material: stainless steel body, plastic handle with soft-touch coating, rubber base

GmJ
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KITCHEN SCISSORS
1106255 
22,00 cm | 8 3/4“

SARTORIAL SCISSORS
1106256 
25,00 cm | 10“

Material: stainless steel (X20Xr13) body with satin finish, 
dark grey PP (polypropylene) and light grey TPR (thermoplastic 
rubber) handle

Material: stainless steel (X20Xr13) blades with satin finish, 
dark grey and light grey TPR (thermoplastic rubber) handle

MULTI-BLADE SCISSORS WITH BRUSH
1106253

1x multi-blade scissors  20,50 cm | 8” 
1x cleaning brush    7,50 x 2,50 cm | 3 x 1” 

The multi-blade scissors have 5 blades to simplify the 
chopping of all kinds of herbs and non-slip handles for 
extra safety. The brush cleans the blades efficiently and 
doubles as a useful tool for gathering up the chopped 
herbs.

2-PC SCISSORS SET
1106254 
24,00 cm | 9 1/2“

Material scissors: stainless steel blades, dark grey PP (polypropyl-
ene) and light grey TPR handle  Material brush: PP (polypropylene)

GmJ

GmJ

GmJ

GmJ

Material scissors: stainless steel blades, 
dark grey PP (polypropylene) and light grey  
TPR (thermoplastic rubber) handle
Material sheath: dark grey PP (polypropylene) 
with magnet
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PEPPER MILL
1100077
7,00 x 7,00 x 42,00 cm 
(2 3/4 x 2 3/4 x 16 1/2“)

PEPPER MILL
1106245
6,00 x 6,00 x 26,50 cm 
(2 1/4 x 2 1/4 x 10 1/2“)

PEPPER MILL
1106247
5,00 x 5,00 x 16,50 cm 

(2 x 2 x 6 1/2“)

Material: wood with glossy finish, ceramic grinding mechanism

Spicy, spicier, spiciest, these iconic shaped pepper mills help you to add that finishing 
touch of freshly ground spices to your dishes. They feature a heavy-duty mechanism 
for grinding peppercorns and salt crystals that's made from corrosion-resistant 
ceramic and can be adjusted from fine to coarse.

SALT AND PEPPER MILL
1106244
6,50 x 6,50 x 19,00 cm | 2 1/2 x 2 1/2 x 7 1/2"

Material: 18/10 stainless steel with satin 
finish, acrylic holder with glossy finish, 
ceramic grinding mechanism

With two condiments in one mill, this item is the perfect tool to 
spice up all your dishes. No need for a separate salt and pepper pot, 
just turn clockwise to grind one spice and counterclockwise to grind 
the other. Thanks to the adjustable ceramic grinding mechanism 
you can choose with the flick of the wrist whether you want your 
spices to be finely or coarsely ground. Talk about a convenient and 
space-saving tool!

GhmJ

GJ
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Material: body in stainless steel with black nylon

SERVING TONGS
1100007

27,00 cm | 10 3/4”

SERVING TONGS
1100008

34,00 cm | 13 1/2”

SERVING SPATULA
1100009

26,00 cm | 10”

SERVING SPATULA
1100010

33,00 cm | 13”

These tongs and spatulas have a non-slip handle with comfortable thumb rests and 
nylon heads that are safe for non-stick cookware. Each item is equipped with a hang 
loop for convenient storage. 

FmJ
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SERVING SPOON
1301115
35,00 cm - 13 ¾”        

SOUP LADLE
1301110
33,00 cm - 13”        

SKIMMER
1301111
36,00 cm - 14 ¼”        

SLOTTED TURNER
1301112
37,00 cm - 14 ½”         

PASTA SERVER
1301113
33,00 cm - 13”        

POTATO MASHER
1301114
33,00 cm - 13”        

Material: 18/10 stainless steel

FhmJ

Whether you’re looking for a starter set or want to replace some of your old utensils, 
these kitchen utensils, made of high-quality stainless steel, are a must-have for any 
cook. You always have the best tools for everyday use in your hands. 
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SPATULA 
1301065
32,50 cm | 12 3/4”

SERVING SPOON
1301062
32,50 cm | 12 3/4”  

POTATO MASHER
1301059
27,50 cm | 10 3/4”

GARLIC PRESS
1301067
19,00 cm | 7 1/2”

MEAT HAMMER 
1301056
25,00 cm | 9 3/4”

SOUP LADLE
1301064
35,00 cm | 13 3/4”        

BOTTLE OPENER
1301053
16,00 cm | 6 1/43”       

PIZZA CUTTER 
1301058
20,00 cm | 7 3/4”

CHINESE TURNER 
1301055
35,00 cm | 13 3/4”

MEAT FORK 
1301054 
33,50 cm | 13 1/4“

APPLE CORER
1301052
24,50 cm | 9 3/4”

RICE SPOON
1301060
30,00 cm | 11 3/4”        
  

SKIMMER
1301063 
33,00 cm | 13“

SPAGHETTI SPOON
1301057
33,50 cm | 13 1/4”   

WHISK 
1301066
30,00 cm | 12”

Take your pick from this complete set of kitchen tools to equip your kitchen with the best 
items for everyday use. Each tool is made from high-quality stainless steel, making it 
very durable, hygienic and easy to clean. The ergonomic design ensures a comfortable use 
while the integrated hanging loop allows for easy storage on a rack.

GmJ
Material: body in stainless steel, handle in satin
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Material: 18/10 stainless steel, 
TPR covered handles

WINE OPENER
1100063 
11,00 cm | 4 1/2“

ROUND MESH COLANDER
1100062
19,50 x 8,00 cm | 7 3/4 x 3 1/4“

1109485
22,50 x 9,00 cm | 8 3/4 x 3 1/2“

1109499
25,50 x 10,50 cm | 10 x 4“

A batch of freshly boiled pasta, a portion of Brussels sprouts or a handful of strawberries, whatever 
you’re preparing, strain or wash it in a jiffy in this stainless steel round mesh colander. The fine mesh 
body easily drains all water or grease from your food. On top of that, the sturdy cross-welded feet 
provide a solid base and the TPR covered handles guarantee a safe and comfortable grip. Afterwards 
you easily clean the colander by putting into the dishwasher.

Simple but effective, this waiters corkscrew helps you to open your wine bottles 
with a maximum of stability and comfort.

This electric bottle opener is designed to fit all traditional wine bottles and opens 
up to 30 bottles on a single charge. Simply remove the seal with the included foil 
cutter, place the opener on top of the wine bottle and press the switch to remove 
the cork in seconds.

ELECTRIC WINE OPENER
1100197
28,50 cm | 11 1/4"

GTJ

FhmJ

1x wine opener 
1x foil cutter 
1x stand

Material: ABS with satin finish

GmJ
Material: stainless steel
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Material: zinc alloy

CORKSCREW
1301105
20,00 cm - 8”        

NUT CRACKER
1301106
19,00 cm - 7 1/2”        

GARLIC PRESS
1301107
19,50 cm - 7 3/4”        

PEELER
1301109
17,00 cm - 6 3/4”        

Opening a bottle, pressing a clove of garlic, peeling fruits and vegetables or cracking 
nuts, it’s a piece of cake with these reliable kitchen tools! Equip your kitchen with 
the corkscrew, nutcracker, garlic press, bottle opener and peeler and you’ve got an 
efficient toolset that will last a lifetime. The tools are made of solid zinc alloy so they 
won’t rust and are dishwasher safe for easy cleaning.

Gk
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8-PC SET MIXING BOWLS
1106251
1x mixing bowl with lid    16,00 cm | 6 1/4” 
1x mixing bowl with lid    18,00 cm | 7” 
1x mixing bowl with lid    20,00 cm | 8” 
1x mixing bowl with lid    24,00 cm | 10”

Material: 18/10 stainless steel, PE (polyethylene) lid, 
TPR (thermoplastic rubber) base

From a couple of eggs to a batch of pancake batter or a summer salad, easily mix 
anything you need with this set of stainless steel mixing bowls. Thanks to the rubber 
non-skid base the bowls won’t move or slip off the countertop while you’re mixing 
and won’t scratch your valuable kitchen surface. Got any fruit, vegetables or leftovers 
you want to store? Just use the formfitting lids to seal the mixing bowls and you’ve 
got yourself four high-quality food containers! Once you’re done using the bowls, you 
can save valuable storage space by stacking them inside one another.

Material: 18/10 stainless steel body with 
satin inside finish and mirror outside finish, 
black phenolic resin handle

Making the perfect cup of cappuccino or latte is not just about the 
coffee, it’s also about the milk. This stainless steel espresso pitcher 
is a great accessory to help you froth your milk when you need that 
shot of caffeine. The long stay-cool handle ensures your hand stays 
well clear of the heat source while the special pouring lip allows 
for drip-free pouring. Thanks to the curved shape you’ll get a great 
result every time!

MOCHA
1100188 
9,50 cm | 3 3/4“ 0,55 L  |   0.58 qt

GhmJ
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LUNCH BOX
1100196 
21,00 x 14,50 x 7,00 cm | 8 1/4 x 5 3/4 x 2 3/4"

At the office, at school or on the go, you can easily enjoy a 
balanced lunch wherever you are with this stainless steel 
lunch box. Just pack your favourite fruits and veggies or a 
tasty sandwich in the generously sized container and wrap 
the silicone stretch band around the box to keep the lid on 
tight. Thanks to the high-quality stainless steel, you’ve got 
a durable lunch box that’s not only a breeze to clean but will 
also stand the test of time.

Material: 18/10 stainless steel, 
PP (polypropylene), silicone

Fhm

Fhmp
Material: 18/10 stainless steel with satin finish, 
PP (polypropylene)

FOOD CONTAINER
1107132
10,00 cm | 4“  0,85 L |   0.90 qt

At the office, during a cosy picnic or on the go, this stainless 
steel food container is the perfect assistant to enjoy a 
tasty and healthy lunch wherever you are. Just grab the 
convenient handle on the side for easy carrying and take 
the container with you on your daily adventures. Its double-
walled construction will make sure that your food stays hot 
or cold up to 6 hours.
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Material: 18/10 stainless steel body with satin finish, 
black rubber

THERMAL FLASK ORION
1100184 
25,00 cm | 9 3/4“ 0,50 L |   0.53 qt

1100186 
33,50 cm | 13“ 1,00 L |   1.1 qt

Keeping yourself warm in the middle of winter or refreshed 
in summertime has never been easier than with this stylish 
thermal flask. Made from high-quality stainless steel and 
equipped with a double-walled construction, the flask 
keeps your drinks at just the right temperature when you’re 
on the move. It easily fits in your backpack or handbag and 
features a lid that doubles as a handy drinking cup.

THERMAL FLASK 1L
1100250
29,00 cm |  11 1/2 "

0,95 L |  1.00 qt

The thermal flask is great for taking your favourite drink 
with you wherever you go. It features double-walled 
vacuum insulation to keep your drinks hot or cold for longer 
and has a durable stainless steel interior. The lid doubles as 
an insulated drinking cup and the twist-and-pour stopper 
allows you to pour without removing it.

Ghmp

Ghmp
Material: stainless steel body with handle in 
PP (polypropylene)

TRAVEL MUG 
1107133
9,00 cm  | 3 1/2“ 0,33 L |   0.35 qt

Material: 18/10 stainless steel with 
satin finish, PP (polypropylene)

Made from high-quality 18/10 stainless steel, this travel 
mug offers a durable alternative for disposable cups. Take 
it with you wherever and whenever you want and enjoy 
an optimal drinking comfort thanks to the lid that you 
can quickly open with one hand and the double-walled 
construction that keeps your drink hot or cold for longer.Fhmp
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COFFEE 
AND TEA
With the right coffee and tea accessories you’ll master the art of making the perfect hot 
beverage in no time. Teapots, kettles, French presses, … you’re sure to find your cup of tea 
in our assorted coffee and tea range. 
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TEAPOT DORADO
1107034
21,00 x 14,00 x 22,00 cm | 8 1/4 x 5 1/2 x 8 3/4"

1,30 L | 1.4 qt

Material: heat resistant glass body, 18/10 stainless steel stand, 
strainer and lid with matte finish

This stainless steel whistling kettle has a practical lid that 
simplifies filling and cleaning as well as an ergonomic soft-
touch handle for a safe grip. 

It’s suitable for any kind of stovetop, including induction and 
features a practical lid that simplifies filling and cleaning, as 
well as a flip-up spout cover for safe and easy pouring. 

WHISTLING KETTLE
1104175 
2,50 L | 2.6 qt

WHISTLING KETTLE ‘CAMI’
1104998 
Ø 19,00 x 25,00 cm (Ø 7 1/2 x 10”)

1,90 L (2 qt) 

hmGJabcdeytzJ

GhmxabcdeyzJ
Material: 18/10 stainless steel with mirror finish, 
phenolic resin handle

Material: Body: High-quality stainless steel 18/10
Base: Full capsule base - Handle: Phenolic resin

FhmJ
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FRENCH PRESS MAESTRO
1107130
0,80 L | 0.84 qt

1107131
1,00 L  | 1.10 qt

FRENCH PRESS AROMA
1100146 
0,35 L |   0.37 qt

1100147 
0,60 L |   0.63 qt

1100084 
0,80 L |   0.84 qt

FRENCH PRESS MAESTRO
1107128
0,35 L | 0.37 qt

1107129
0,60 L | 0.63 qt

Material: heat-resistant glass, 
stainless steel with satin finish, 
PP (polypropylene) handle

Material: borosilicate glass, 18/10 stainless steel, 
PP (polypropylene) lid

Thanks to the various available sizes, it's very easy to make just the right amount of coffee or tea. 
Discover here how to create a delicious cup of coffee.

FhmJ

FhmJ
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KITCHEN 
KNIVES
From individual knives and knife sets to complete knife blocks, at BergHOFF 
we provide every cook with the right tools to cut, slice and dice any ingredient. 
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7-PC KNIFE BLOCK
1307025 

7-PC KNIFE BLOCK DUO
1307030 

Material block: wood   Material knives: stainless steel (X30Cr13) blade with satin finish, ABS handle

1x paring knife   8,00 cm | 3 1/4” 

1x utility knife   13,00 cm | 5” 

1x carving knife   19,00 cm | 7 1/2” 

1x chef’s knife   20,00 cm | 8” 

1x bread knife   20,00 cm | 8” 

1x utility shears   25,50 cm | 10” 

1x wooden block

1x paring knife   8,00 cm | 3 1/4” 

1x utility knife   13,00 cm | 5” 

1x carving knife   19,00 cm | 7 1/2” 

1x chef’s knife   20,00 cm | 8” 

1x bread knife   20,00 cm | 8” 

1x utility shears   25,50 cm | 10” 

1x wooden block
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A solid wooden knife block, supported by a stylish stainless steel stand, and 6 high-quality stainless 
steel knives, together all the elements in these sets ensure you are fully prepared for almost every 
cutting task. Each of the knives has a high-quality stainless steel blade that’s hand-sharpened for 
long-lasting sharpness and an ergonomically designed handle that fits comfortably in your hand.

GmsJ
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8-PC KNIFE BLOCK
1308037

1x peeling knife   6,50 cm | 2 1/2” 

1x utility knife   12,00 cm | 4 3/4” 

1x utility knife   15,00 cm | 6” 

1x boning knife   15,00 cm | 6” 

1x chef’s knife   23,00 cm | 9” 

1x bread knife   23,00 cm | 9” 

1x sharpener   23,00 cm | 9” 

1x wooden block

GmsJ
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Material block: wood  Material knives: stainless steel (X50CrMoV15)

This knife block holds a versatile knife collection for everyday use and a convenient knife sharpener to 
keep the knife blades in top condition. The stainless steel knives have a hand-sharpened blade that's 
extremely sharp and easy to maintain and ergonomic hollow handles for a firm and safe grip. They are 
conveniently stored in a stylish wooden block that has a non-skid base for extra stability. The entire 
set is packed in a nice gift box. 
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6-PC KNIFE BLOCK
1307143

1x paring knife   8,50 cm | 3 1/4” 

1x utility knife   10,50 cm | 4 1/4” 

1x carving knife   20,00 cm | 8” 

1x chef’s knife   20,00 cm | 8” 

1x bread knife   20,00 cm | 8” 

1x wooden block

Material block: wood
Material knives: stainless steel (X30Cr13)

The stainless steel knives in this knife set have a hand-sharpened blade that's easy 
to maintain and an ergonomic handle for a firm and safe grip. They are safely stored 
in a stylish wooden block with a non-skid base which provides extra stability. The set 
is packed in a nice gift box. 
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GmsJ GJ
Material: ABS body with satin finish, rubber base, diamond stone, tungsten steel, ceramic stone

3 IN 1 SHARPENER
1100033 
20,50 cm | 8"

Dull knives are a thing of the past! With this handy pull-through sharpener you can sharpen your kitchen knives in 3 
simple stages. The diamond surface prepares the knife for sharpening, the tungsten steel restores the cutting edge 
into a V-shape and the ceramic stone polishes the blade and removes any irregularities. The sharpener’s comfort-grip 
handle with non-slip base ensures extra stability.
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6-PC STEAK KNIFE SET
1301090 
11,50 cm | 4 1/2"

A succulent steak, a perfectly baked pork chop or a crispy 
pizza, you’ll cut it in the flick of a wrist with this set of 6 
steak knives. Thanks to the knives’ sharp stainless steel 
blade and their hollow handle they don’t just perform great, 
they’re also beautiful to look at and fit your hand like a 
glove. The satin finish makes sure these BergHOFF steak 
knives instantly add a stylish touch to your dinner table.Material: stainless steel (X20Cr13) 

blade with satin finish, PP handle

GmJ
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Material: stainless steel (X20cr13), polypropyl-
ene, finished with a coloured ceramic coating

4-PC KNIFE SET
1304003
1x paring knife   8,50 cm | 3 1/4” 

1x boning knife   15,00 cm | 6” 

1x santoku knife   16,50 cm | 6 1/2” 

1x carving knife   20,00 cm | 8”

With razor-sharp knives, this 4-piece knife set provides you 
with a versatile set of essentials to prepare a great variety 
of food. Each knife is equipped with a high-quality stainless 
steel blade with a ceramic non-stick coating which allows 
for smooth cutting without food sticking to the blade. The 
knives’ polypropylene handle makes sure you have a secure 
grip when you’re cutting, carving or boning.
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SANTOKU KNIFE   1301079  17,00 cm | 7”

SANTOKU KNIFE  1301080  12,50 cm | 5”

SANTOKU KNIFE  1301087  18,00 cm | 7”

CLEAVER   1301086  17,00 cm | 6 3/4”

SANTOKU KNIFE  1301088  11,50 cm | 4 1/2”

SANTOKU KNIFE  1301083  12,50 cm | 5”

Material: stainless steel (X30Cr13) with satin finish, PP handleO
R
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3-PC KNIFE SET
1303050
1x carving knife   21,00 cm | 8"

1x santoku knife with holes  17,50 cm | 7" 

1x santoku knife with holes  12,50 cm | 5"

GmJ
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PARING KNIFE
1301050 
10,00 cm | 4"

SANTOKU KNIFE
1301048 
14,00 cm | 5 1/2"

CHEF’S KNIFE
1301049 
13,00 cm | 5"

3-PC KNIFE SET
1303005
1x paring knife   10,00 cm  |  4” 

1x chef’s knife   13,00 cm  |  5” 

1x santoku knife   14,00 cm   |  5 1/2”

Typical of this line of kitchen knives is the twist in the handle. Not only is this an 
attractive design element, it also adds an extra ergonomic dimension. These knives 
are high-quality stainless steel tools that are suitable for any kitchen, have a long-
lasting sharpness and are easy to maintain. 

Material: stainless steel (X30Cr13) blade with non-stick coating, PP soft-grip handleF
L
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X
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8-PC KNIFE BLOCK
1308010

1x paring knife   8,50 cm | 3 1/4"

1x utility knife  12,50 cm | 5"

1x carving knife  20,00 cm | 8"

1x bread knife 20,00 cm | 8"

1x chef's knife  20,00 cm | 8"

1x santoku knife  17,50 cm | 7" 

1x poultry shears

1x knife block

Material block: wood with black matte finish 
Material knives: stainless steel (X30Cr13) blade with satin finish, ABS handleO
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This 8-pc knife block is perfect to cut, slice and dice a wide variety of ingredients with flair. The sturdy 
knife block in stylish black safely stores 7 high-quality knives with a hand-sharpened stainless steel 
blade and a black contoured handle that fits your hand like a glove. The knives are easy to maintain 
and well-balanced to ensure an optimal control.

GmJ
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Thanks to the organic design, this knife block and the knives seem to fade into 
each other. The fluent shape of the knives flows into the block while the twist in the 
hollow handles adds an extra ergonomic dimension to the well-balanced design. 
The knives are made from high-quality stainless steel that provides long-lasting 
sharpness and is easy to maintain.

6-PC KNIFE BLOCK
1306210

1x paring knife   8,00 cm  |  3 1/4” 

1x utility knife   12,00 cm  |  4 3/4” 

1x bread knife   20,00 cm  |  8” 

1x carving knife   20,00 cm  |  8” 

1x chef’s knife   20,00 cm  |  8” 

1x wooden block   22,00 x 15,00 x 16,00 cm  |  8 3/4 x 6 x 6 1/4”

POULTRY SHEARS
1301089 
24,50 cm | 9 3/4"

Material block: wood with PP cover on extra slot
Material knives: stainless steel (X30Cr13) blade, 
hollow stainless steel handle

Material: stainless steel (X20Cr13) blade, hollow stainless steel handle

A covered slot in the knife block allows you to add 
a pair of poultry shears to the block. 
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UTILITY KNIFE  1301076  12,50 cm | 5”

CHEF'S KNIFE  1301084  20,00 cm | 8”

CARVING KNIFE 1301077  20,00 cm | 8”

PARING KNIFE  1301074  9,00 cm | 3 1/2”

BREAD KNIFE  1301085  20,00 cm | 8”

POULTRY SHEARS  1301078  25,00 cm | 9 3/4”

Material: forged stainless steel (X30Cr13) forged blade with satin finish, ABS handle with 3 rivetsS
O

L
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The versatile range of Kuro kitchen knives offers the best knives to cut, slice or dice a wide variety 
of ingredients. Each item is well-balanced with a heavy bolster to ensure a perfect balance for 
increased control. The choice is yours: a multifunctional chef’s knife, a Japanese-style santoku knife
or a practical vegetable knife. Whichever knife you choose, with the all black Kuro knives you’re ready
to tackle any ingredient that needs cutting.

Bread knife   1309188   23,00 cm  | 9”

Chef’s knife   1309189  19,00 cm  |  7 ½”

Chef’s knife   1309190  13,00 cm  |  5”

Santoku knife  1309191  16,00 cm | 6 ¼”

Carving knife  1309192  19,00 cm | 7 ½”

Carving fork  1309193  17,00 cm | 6 ¾”

Boning knife  1309194  15,00 cm | 6”

Vegetable knife  1309195  12,00 cm | 4 ¾”

Paring Knife  1309196  8,50 cm | 3 ¼”

Utility knife  1309197  13,00 cm | 5”

GmJ
Material: blade of X30Cr13 stainless steel, handle of stainless steel and finishing with 2-layres PVD-titanium non-stick coating.
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15-PC KNIFE BLOCK
1307144

1x paring knife    8,00 cm | 3 1/4” 

6 x steak knife    12,00 cm | 4 3/4” 

1x utility knife    12,50 cm | 5” 

1x boning knife    15,00 cm | 6” 

1x multipurpose knife   19,00 cm | 7 1/2” 

1x bread knife    20,00 cm | 8” 

1x chef’s knife    20,00 cm | 8” 

1x sharpener    20,00 cm | 8” 

1x poultry shears   25,00 cm | 10” 

1x wooden block

Material block: wood
Material knives: forged stainless steel (X30Cr13) blade and handle with satin finish, stainless steel rivetted ABS handleT
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Material block: wood    Material: Cutting board: bamboo wood or polypropylene
Material knives: forged stainless steel (X30Cr13) blade and handle with satin finish, stainless steel rivetted ABS handle

20-PC KNIFE BLOCK
1307146

1x paring knife   8,00 cm | 3 1/4” 

8x steak knife    12,00 cm | 4 3/4” 

1x utility knife    12,50 cm | 5” 

1x santoku knife    12,50 cm | 5” 

1x santoku knife    18,00 cm | 7” 

1x bread knife   20,00 cm | 8” 

1x chef’s knife    20,00 cm | 8” 

1x sharpener    20,00 cm | 8” 

1x poultry shears   25,00 cm | 10” 

1x bamboo cutting board 

1x PP cutting board black 

1x PP cutting board white 

1x wooden block

These stylish wooden knife blocks include a collection of high-quality stainless steel 
kitchen knives for everyday use as well as a set of steak knives. The 20-piece knife 
block also incorporates a bamboo cutting board, a black PP cutting board and a 
white PP cutting board to ensure you have everything within reach to cut, slice and 
dice your ingredients.
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CUTLERY
Perfectly balanced with practicality and style, the BergHOFF cutlery is designed to suit any 
occasion. It's durable for everyday use yet possesses all the elegance you'd expect for a 
more formal setting.
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These flatware sets designed by Ralph Krämer are made to fit any occasion. They 
are durable for everday use, yet elegant enough to turn any meal into a dinner party. 
Choose from any of the 4 designs to dress your dining table in style. 

Material: 18/10 stainless steel

ESSENCE
30-PC FLATWARE SET
1230500
6x knife  22,50 cm | 8 3/4” 

6x spoon  21,50 cm | 8 1/4” 

6x fork  21,00 cm | 8 1/2” 

6x cake fork  15,50 cm | 6” 

6x coffee/tea spoon  15,00 cm | 5 3/4”

ESSENCE
72-PC FLATWARE SET
1272605
12x cake fork 15,50 cm | 6” 

12x fork 21,00 cm | 8 1/2” 

12x knife 22,50 cm | 8 3/4” 

12x spoon 21,50 cm | 8 1/4” 

12x coffee/tea spoon 15,00 cm | 5 3/4” 

2x serving spoon  23,00 cm | 9” 

1x salad fork  25,00 cm | 9 3/4” 

1x salad spoon  25,00 cm | 9 3/4 “ 

1x soup ladle  32,50 cm | 12 3/4” 

1x gravy/sauce ladle  19,50 cm | 7 1/2” 

2x cold meat fork  19,00 cm | 7 1/2” 

1x cream spoon  19,00 cm | 7 1/2” 

1x cake server  26,00 cm | 10 1/4” 

1x sugar spoon 14,50 cm | 5 3/4” 

1x sugar tongs   12,00 cm | 4 3/4”

This flatware features a charming 
and attractive symmetry.
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HERITAGE
30-PC FLATWARE SET
1230502
6x knife 23,00 cm | 9” 

6x spoon 20,50 cm | 8” 

6x fork 20,50 cm | 8” 

6x cake fork 15,00 cm | 6” 

6x coffee/tea spoon 14,50 cm | 5 3/4”

HERITAGE  
72-PC FLATWARE SET
1272607
12x cake fork   15,00 cm | 6"

12x fork   20,50 cm | 8"

12x knife   23,00 cm | 9"

12x spoon   20,50 cm | 8"

12x coffee/tea spoon   14,50 cm | 5 3/4"

2x serving spoon   22,00 cm | 8 3/4"

1x salad fork   23,00 cm | 9"

1x salad spoon   23,00 cm | 9"

1x soup ladle   28,00 cm | 11"

1x gravy/sauce ladle   18,00 cm | 7"

2x cold meat fork   18,00 cm | 7"

1x cream spoon   18,00 cm | 7"

1x cake server   27,00 cm | 10 3/4"

1x sugar spoon   12,00 cm | 4 3/4"

1x sugar tongs   14,00 cm | 5 1/2"

Material: 18/10 stainless steel

This line comes with stunning detail and 
gold-effect decoration on the handles.
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FINESSE
30-PC FLATWARE SET
1230504
6x knife   23,00 cm | 9” 

6x spoon   21,00 cm | 8 1/4” 

6x fork   20,50 cm | 8” 

6x cake fork   15,00 cm | 6” 

6x coffee/tea spoon   14,50 cm | 5 3/4”

FINESSE
72-PC FLATWARE SET
1272608
12x cake fork   15,00 cm | 6"

12x fork   20,50 cm | 8"

12x knife   23,00 cm | 9"

12x spoon   21,00 cm | 8 1/4"

12x coffee/tea spoon   14,50 cm | 5 3/4"

2x serving spoon   23,00 cm | 9"

1x salad fork   23,00 cm | 9"

1x salad spoon   23,00 cm | 9"

1x soup ladle   31,00 cm | 12 1/4"

1x gravy/sauce ladle   19,00 cm | 7 1/2"

2x cold meat fork   19,00 cm | 7 1/2"

1x cream spoon   19,00 cm | 7 1/2"

1x cake server   26,00 cm | 10 1/4"

1x sugar spoon   14,00 cm | 5 1/2"

1x sugar tongs   12,00 cm | 4 3/4"

Material: 18/10 stainless steel

This line displays soft fluid curves. 
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FOLIO
30-PC FLATWARE SET
1230503
6x knife  22,50 cm | 8 3/4” 

6x spoon  20,50 cm | 8” 

6x fork  20,50 cm | 8” 

6x cake fork  15,00 cm | 6” 

6x coffee/tea spoon  14,50 cm | 5 3/4”

FOLIO
72-PC FLATWARE SET
1272609
12x cake fork  15,00 cm | 6”

12x fork   20,50 cm | 8”

12x knife   22,50 cm | 8 3/4”

12x spoon   20,50 cm | 8”

12x coffee/tea spoon   14,50 cm | 5 3/4”

2x serving spoon   22,50 cm | 8 3/4”

1x salad fork   23,00 cm | 9”

1x salad spoon   23,00 cm | 9”

1x soup ladle   30,50 cm | 12”

1x gravy/sauce ladle   18,00 cm | 7”

2x cold meat fork   18,50 cm | 7 1/4”

1x cream spoon   18,50 cm | 7 1/4”

1x cake server   26,00 cm | 10 1/4”

1x sugar spoon   14,00 cm | 5 1/2”

1x sugar tongs   12,00 cm | 4 3/4”

Material: 18/10 stainless steel

This flatware has a shapely notch 
running the length of the handle. 
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12-PC KNIFE SET 
PURE
1212031
21,50 cm | 8 2/4”

12-PC COFFEE SPOON SET 
PURE
1212034
14,00 cm | 5 2/4”

12-PC SPOON SET 
PURE
1212032
20,00 cm | 7 3/4”

12-PC CAKE FORK SET 
PURE
1212033
14,50 cm | 5 3/4”

12-PC FORK SET 
PURE
1212030
20,00 cm | 7 3/4”

This 12-pc flatware set is designed by Ralph Krämer in stainless steel with a mirro 
finish. Perfect for an easy day-to-day use.

Material: stainless steel with mirror finishP
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Material: stainless steel with mirror finish, stand: wood

SERENO
25-PC FLATWARE SET
1212016
6x dinner knife

6x dinner fork

6x dinner spoon

6x dessert spoon

1x stand

If you don’t have a lot of countertop or storage space, the Sereno flatware set is the 
perfect solution as it comes in a beautiful wooden organiser that you can conveniently 
keep in your kitchen drawer. 
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Material: stainless steel with mirror finish

ALTEO
25-PC FLATWARE SET
1212015
6x dinner knife

6x dinner fork

6x dinner spoon

6x dessert spoon

1x stand

Whether you’re looking for a basic set to get started or want to replace some of your 
old cutlery, with this 25-piece set you’re sure to have the cutlery you need for a tasty 
meal. Thanks to the practical stand, you can easily store the Alteo set within reach on 
your countertop or in a kitchen cabinet.
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3-PC FLATWARE SET
1204032
1x knife  17,50 cm | 7” 

1x fork  16,00 cm | 6 1/4” 

1x spoon  16,00 cm | 6 1/4”

FOLIO KIDS 

Fhm

This children’s set include a table spoon, fork and knife. The more discrete Folio Kids 
are specifically designed for children who want to eat by themselves but whose hands 
are too small to use the adult flatware. Of course the high-quality stainless steel is 
also used for our little customers. 

Material: 18/10 stainless steel
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Material: 18/10 stainless steel

Whether you want to give your dinner table a little touch of glamour or you’re looking 
for the perfect gift to offer at a wedding or a housewarming, you can’t go wrong with 
this stylish black and gold-plated flatware set. The knife, fork, spoon and dessert 
spoon are each made of high-quality stainless steel.

hmGJ

4-PC FLATWARE SET 
BLACK AND GOLD PLATED
1132009 
1x dinner knife

1x dinner fork

1x soup spoon

1x dessert spoon
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TABLEWARE
Dress your table and dine in style with the BergHOFF tableware. Perfect for dinner parties 
and everyday use, our range of high-quality tableware includes everything you need for a 
complete table setting. 
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COFFEE MUG
1690186L 
0,38 L |   0.40 qt

BREAD PLATE
1690049L 
18,00 cm | 7“

CEREAL BOWL
1690322L  
15,00 cm | 5 3/4“ 0,70 L |  0.74 qt

COFFEE CUP AND SAUCER
1690346L 
0,15 L |  0.16 qt

ESPRESSO CUP AND SAUCER
1690193L 
0,10 L |  0.11 qt

MEDIUM COFFEE CUP 
AND SAUCER
1690216L 
0,12 L |  0.13 qt

TEACUP AND SAUCER
1690100L 
0,26 L |   0.27 qt

BREAKFAST CUP AND SAUCER
1690209L 
0,38 L |   0.40 qt

Material: high-quality porcelain

ROUND PLATE
1690025L 
26,00 cm | 10 1/4“

SALAD PLATE
1690032L 
21,50 cm | 8 1/2“

SOUP PLATE
1690056L 
21,50 cm | 8 1/2“
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OUTDOOR
No matter whether you consider yourself a grilling pro or if you just like the occasional 
summer BBQ, the BergHOFF barbecue tools are the key to a delicious grill meal. With an 
assortment of well-chosen accessories, you’ll get the most out of your grilling experience 
every single time.
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Material main part:  X20Cr13 - finish: matt - handle: hollow, made of stainless steel - perfect 
for hobby and professional cooking - packed in an elegant case

1x slotted turner  46,00 cm | 18” 

1x small brush  47,50 cm | 18 3/4” 

1x meat fork  47,50 cm | 18 3/4” 

1x tongs   47,50 cm | 18 3/4” 

6x skewer   46,00 cm | 18” 

1x case   51,50 x 32,50 x 8,00 cm | 20 1/4 x 12 3/4 x 3 1/4”

33-PC BARBECUE SET 
IN CASE  
1108325
1x salt cellar   6,00 cm | 2 1/4” 

1x pepper pot   6,00 cm | 2 1/4” 

6x corn cob holder   7,00 cm | 2 3/4” 

6x steak fork   21,50 cm | 8 1/2” 

6x steak knife   24,00 cm | 9 1/2” 

1x barbecue knife   41,50 cm | 16 1/4” 

1x grill scraper   45,00 cm | 17 3/4”

6-PC BARBECUE SET IN CASE
1108180
1x small brush  46,00 cm |  18” 

1x barbecue knife  41,00 cm |  16 1/4” 

1x meat fork  43,50 cm |  17 1/4” 

1x slotted turner   45,50 cm |  18” 

1x tongs    45,50 cm |  18” 

1x case    50,00 x 20,00 x 8,00 cm |  19 3/4 x 7 3/4 x 3 1/4”

Material main part: X20Cr13 - finish: matt - handle: hollow, 
made of stainless steel - packed in an aluminium case
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Material main part: X20Cr13 - finish: matt - handle: hollow, made of stainless steel 
- apron: 100% cotton - oven mitt: right handed

9-PC BARBECUE SET 
IN APRON  
1100189

1x salt cellar  6,00 cm | 2 1/4” 

1x pepper pot  6,00 cm | 2 1/4” 

1x steak fork  24,00 cm | 9 1/2” 

1x steak knife  25,00 cm | 9 3/4” 

1x slotted turner  43,00 cm | 16 3/4” 

1x meat fork  44,00 cm | 17 1/4” 

1x tongs    44,00 cm | 17 1/4” 

1x glove 

1x apron

 6-PC BARBECUE SET 
IN FOLDING BAG
1108187

 1x small brush  46,00 cm | 18” 

1x barbecue knife   41,00 cm | 16 1/4” 

1x meat fork  43,50 cm | 17 1/4” 

1x slotted turner   45,50 cm | 18” 

1x tongs    45,50 cm | 18” 

1x folding bag  50,00 x 11,00 cm | 19 3/4 x 4 1/4”

Material main part: X20Cr13 - finish: matt - handle: 
hollow, made of stainless steel
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2023

induction

halogen

gas

vitro-ceramic

electric

downdraft

ovenproof

microwave safe

dishwasher safe

handwash

18/10

stainless steel

carbon steel 

aluminium

cast-zinc alloy

cast iron

bamboo

forged

hand-sharpened knives

3-layer sandwich base

gold grip system

food-approved

energy-saving

patent pending

CE Norm

GS Norm

RoHSS Compliant

max 230°

max 260°

perfect environment
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WWW.BERGHOFFWORLDWIDE.COM
Boterbosstraat 6/1, 3550 Heusden-Zolder, Belgium (Headquarters), 

T. +32 (0) 13 35 86 00, sales@berghoffworldwide.com

Follow us!
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